
5-Star 
Marketing



Who am I?



👋 My name is 
Meredith
• She/Hers

• Full-time content marketer for Mindbody

• Specialize in customer engagement and reputation 
management

• Donut-loving fitness instructor



Quick poll
Raise your hand if…



Our goals for today

•🤝 Align on what a review is
•🤷 Discuss why reviews are important
•😁 Good reviews and how to get them
•😡 Bad reviews and why they aren’t bad
•🚮Why spam isn’t what you think it is
•🦸 Promise to be a review superhero



A review is any feedback
about your brand, product,
or services posted publicly.



Quick poll
Raise your hand if…



…You’re happy with how many 
reviews you have



…You podcast as a side hustle or 
passion project



…You have ever gotten a review 
you knew or felt was spam?



...You know what to do when you 
get a bad review?



Why are reviews important?



Reviews = Trust





Why are reviews important?

You



Why are reviews important?
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How do you source good reviews?



Your best reviewer is your 
listener. 



…the right people…X



…the right people…X



…the right people…X



Never in a million years should 
you buy a review.



And bad news…



…giving someone anything of value 
in exchange for a review is an 

endorsement and must be disclosed.



…giving someone anything of value 
in exchange for a review is an 

endorsement and must be disclosed.



That includes swag bags, 
sweepstakes entries, t-shirts, and 

gift cards.



All you need to do to get good 
reviews is ask at the right time.



I’m 100% serious.



And here’s other percentages that 
agree with me.



22% of podcast listeners listen 
while driving



11% of podcast listeners listen 
while at work



That’s 1/3 of your listeners who 
most likely cannot review you in 

the moment.



And that’s before we consider the 
number of people who listen while 
working out, cooking, flying, etc.



Basically – assume that your listener 
can’t leave a review while or 

immediately after listening to your 
podcast.



…at the right time



But you know who can (and will) 
review your podcast?



Your podcast’s social media 
followers



Your podcast’s email list



Your Patreon backers



Your listeners who text you*
*It’s free through Google Voice



People who care enough to tag, 
email, or DM you



If they are looking at a screen,
they can give you a review.



Once you get a review, now you 
can use it.



The good ones…





… and the bad ones



Let’s talk bad reviews.



But, bad reviews aren’t bad.



Bad reviews are opportunities to 
improve.



But honestly, most “bad” reviews 
are actually spam.



Seriously.



If a negative review comes from 
someone that doesn’t contain 

actionable feedback, think of it as 
spam.



You need to figure out where the
spam is coming from.



Did you advertise in the wrong 
place?



Did you rebrand and your old 
listeners not come with you?



Were you a guest on a podcast 
that didn’t match your listener 

persona?



Are people just being assholes?



Are people just being assholes?



Are people just being assholes?You



Are people just being assholes?
Your 
listeners

You



Repeat after me:



I will never buy a review or 
request a review from someone 

who doesn’t listen to my podcast.



I don’t have to.



Because I make quality content.



And my listeners love me



I promise to only ask for them for 
reviews



I will use those reviews to help 
grow my podcast.



I will embrace my bad reviews



And recognize spam for what it is



Because I am a bad ass 
podcaster!



Let’s talk more!
me@meredithsimmons.com

meredithsimmons.com/podfest

http://meredithsimmons.com

